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President’s
ond Term
Based on ’Building Peace’
Freeman Will Introduce Thousands Witness
‘Soph Doll’ Candidates Ike’s Inauguration
To Students on Feb. 11
The Sopii Dell Contest will start roiling when Ray Freeman introd
s 21 eetididates to the student body on registration day, Feb.
II,
1,,,2 and I p.m. in flue Outer Quad.
Freemen will interview publicly the 21 candidates entered in the
Soph Doll Canes+, the first day of registration to atgraint them to
the student body before the election on Feb. 14 and 15. Brent Fististinger’s combo will play for the event. The candidates will be introduced later that day at the Reg-

a..

SOPH DOLL CONTESTANTS-Eleven of the 21
candidates who will be entered in the soph Doll
election on Fob. 14 and 15 are shown above. Pictured from left to right are: Front-Sherrean
.Nichonion, Barbara Johnion, Adele Hellherg; Rear

the first performance and $10.

istration Dame by Bruce (’arter,
soph president.
Ten finalist’ will be selected
from the 21 candidates in an ASH
election on Feb. 14 and 15. A
judging committee will select one
of the ten firullists on Feb. 20 in
Room 55 to represent SJS in the
Intercollegiate ISsoph Doll Contest.
Judges will bel two faculty members, a Robert i)ower’s model, and
one city (Andel. Trophies will be
awarded to tile winning finalist
and her sponsdring organization.
--Soper Doll winner this year will
be announced at the Intercollegiate Dance to be held March 1
at the Bermuda Palms Motel, ten
miles north of San Francisco on
Highway 101. The dance is sponsored by the University of Calitomtit
Candidates and their sponsors
who are entered in the local Ice*
Doll student body election are
Jane Arnaden, Chi Omega; Linda
Peltp Garnitiaj ..tensle
CettlAr7flitnErne-Alphir.Fraser, Sigma Kappa; Chris Richards. Alpha Omicron Pi; Sherrean
Nicholson. Kappa Phi Omega;
Donna Acuff, Alpha Phi; Louann
Mariani, Alpha Chi Omega; Sonya Bracher, Delta Zeta; Claire
Wellenkamp, Alpha Tau Omega.

6-15-Ta- each additional petTorthance, depending on the length of
the play. No award will be made
if, in the opinion of the judges,
there. is no worthy manuscript.
Plays must be the unpublished
and exclusive property of the author and must be submitted to
Room SD 100. For further information, contact department
secretaries in this room.

Tau; Charlotte Whitmer, Delta
Sigma Phi.; Zoe Bergmann, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Marki Hyne,
Sigma Kappa; Karen Weiss, Delta
Upsilon; Sally Houton, Phi Mu:
Pat Sorauf, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Ginger Buss, Kappa Alpha Theta;
Francene S ii ye r, Kappa Delta;
earol Ames, Phi Sigma Kappa.
and ’fey Nally. Gamma Phi Beta.

- Franeesse silver, Damns AWL Wager Bora

Martel Rhyne, Kagan WeIUu. anis leirhards, Bev
Nally and Carol Ames. Tee finalists will be selected
by student body election.
Photo By Bench

’Child Drama Assn. ROTC Cadets DramaWriting
’Started for Adults Plan Review Contest Starts
.
For Seniors

The Children’s Theater Associa--tiets-ef--SJS-wais--Inegues_tnia seTester far the ptiXente of tie-trier;
ing adult interest in producing
plays for children, both professionally and for community
groups, such as scouts.
The Association was, organized
under the advisorshiti of John
Kerr and Miss Berneice Prisk,
both associate professors of drama, with Dr. Herold Crain, head,
-

A Children’s Theater playwrit-

ing contest is heiet...hriteley S40
,
The SYS Army ROTC unit will Speech and Mama Department to

hold a review honoring ten graduating seniors this morning at
11:30 o’clock on the Women’s Athletic Field, according to Major
Edgar 11. Calladay, assistant professor of Military Science.
The seniors will receive the review as the cadet corps pass before them.
of the department, as an ex ofThe ten men will receive their
fteln member.
cOriltnissions when they are gradThere ace .apprwdmtefy 33-uated and will report ThvP
members of the group, seven of duty within the next few months
whom are elected as an executive
The following cadets will report
council. Business is carried on by to Ft. Gordon, Ga.: Jack Crawthe council, which posts notices ford, Patrick Hiram, Jitek Mario,
for members on the bulletin board George McFaddin, Gill Schaper
outside of SD 110. Lee Devin Is and Nicholas Waddock, Frank
president.
Gersni will repott to Ft Knox,
The Association had .charge of Ky.: Paul Negro tee Ft. Bliss, Tex
the children’s play, "The Crying and Gary Noycr to Ft. Sill Okla.
Princess," this semester. This
All the men with the exception
play was so successful that the of Crawford will serve for six
original schedule had to be ex- months of active duty and then
tended two performances. Next se- be transferred to a reserve commester they will present "Alad- ponent. Crawford will serve for
din’s Lamp."
two years. _
Saturday, five members went to
San Francisco to see "Johnny
Appleseed." Item of special interest was that Fred Engleberg and
Bonita Camicia, who were active
in children’s theater work at SJS
WASHINGTON - (UP) -Mrs.
last year, had parts in this play Mamie Eisenhower, fighting back
as professional children’s theater. tears, proudly watched her hus-

Mamie Tiliterves
Ilce’s Inauguration

Special Issue Tomorrow
Tomorrow), spAuTAN DAILY
will be a special Centennial edl(ken, according to Editor John
KeplInger. News and feature
stades dealing with Centennial
activities past, present and future will be included.

band inaugurated yesterday to his
second term as President of the
United States.
The first lady never took her
eyes from her husband’s face as
he repeated the oath after Chief
Justice Earl Warren.
As the President concluded, "So
help me, God," Mamie Eisenhower swallowed hard to keep
back hen teem

"encourage the writing of plays
of merit to be presented by
adult actors for child audiences,"
according to Dr. Harold Crain,
head of the department.
,
The contest, which will close
March 15 at 5 p.m., is open only
to students of SJS. The play
must be original or an adaptation
from non-dramatic material, but
adaptations should be from stories
ridt airevnausey -11wnwerthask TirW
plays must be from 60-100 minutes in length.
The winning play will be given
one or more performances by
the department, with a ;loyalty of
$50 being paid the author for

Student Council VotesToUtilerwrite
Half (ost of Bringing U.S. Navy Band
To San Jose for Fall Performances
Student Council yesterday unanimously yottad to underwrite
half the cost of bringing the U.S. Navy Band to San Jose for two
performances in October.
Meeting in a special session at the Student Union, the Council
was informed by President Ray Freeman that the San Jose Chamber
of Commerce had offered to split the cost of the band’s appearance
here.
Total expenses have been tentatively set at $2000 with $1600 of

ROUNDUP

U.N. Asked to Consider Two-Year
Moratorium on Nuclear Explosions
Sweden
UNITED NATIONS
"-Monday proposed a two-year moratorium on, nuclear weapons tests.
Swedish delegate Richard (CQ)
Sandler asked tbi-United Nations
main political committee to consider a standstill in explosion of
atomic and hydrogen weapons un/WM, General Assembly’s scientific committee, collecting data on
radiation effects, reports in 1958.
"In my view," Sandler said.
"there exists ample reason to ask
for a standstill, a moratorium, in
the testing of nuclear weapons,
until that committee has reported
Hs findings and the Assembly has
aeted upon them. . .
"From the genetic point of
view, there is unanimity arming
, seleatists that every Increase in
the sum of radiation Is harmful,
and it is the sum that entente.
The most important thing we

know now Is that we do nief’
know. And, Indeed, we know all
too little about, those genetic
consequences. But at a tune
when we knew more, la what
way could we undo the harm
possibly done today?"
The U.S. Atomic Energy ComMinden announced Sunday that
Russia had exploded another nuclear weapon on Saturday. apparently the fifth In the Soviet Union’s current test series.

FEATHER AMENDMENTS KOd

_

-

cured of passage before the Leg-

islature &Omni* Its bill-introdoetion part et the *melon late
this week.
Stricken, from the bill on a
voice vote was an amendment
adding $1.3 million for upper basin development and another
amendment which provided that
preference for FRP pow & should
be given to pub* agencies.
NEW ATOMIC SUB AT REA
WASHINGTON -- The Navy
said Monday that the U S.S.
Seawolf, the world’s second atom powered submarine, put to sea
Thursday "for builder’s trials."
A Navy spokesmen said he did
not know at just what Wet the

SACRAMENTO --- Crippling
amendments to a bill appropriating $25.2 million for the Feather
River Project were knocked out
of the measure Monday by the
big craft left Itit pier at Grown.
Amend:4.
The bill, A11100 by Assembly- Conn., or how long shefail] re
man Francis C. Lindsay (R- main, at see. HO said it was the

Loomis), was restored to its Original form and is virtitally

-ilarbara A. Johnson. Kappa

Seemblfs first yenta! Into llie
open ocean.

WASHINGTON - (UP) - President Eisenhower yesterday dedicated his second term to "the building of a peace with justice in a
world where moral law prevails."
And he pledged the nation’s might and wealth to pay the "full
price" of such a peace. The cost, be said, will be high.
The President made this solemn promise in a second Inaugural
address delivered in the presence of thousands of his countrymen
sbniassed In the great plaza east
of the Capitol. ’

Business Lectures
Opens Doors to All
Seniors in Spring

Senior Business Lectures, Bus
100. will be offered to all seniors
next semester for the first time,
according to Dr. Vernon A. Ouellette. assistant professor of business.
Previously, the course had been
open only to business majors, but
but 11 wafTelt by The-latel
deartrnent, that the course should
be offered to any interested senior due to Its great general interest.
Many SJS graduates go Ione
business, though they don’t major
in that field
The course consists of lectures
from business, Industrial and professional leaders in the San Jose
"ea. The one unit &tune will
meet Tueedays, at 11:30 we. be
0 S
Renewing is a tentative schedule
of classroom topics.
Feb. 19 -"Introduction to the
Course," Dr. Ouellette.
Feb. 28-"How to get the Job
You Want," Dr. Edward W. Clements. ’flan_alose State College
Placement Officer.
March 5-"How tb Get Ahead
on the Job," Byron Luther, Director of Training and Education
at I.B.M.
March 12-Rosined Ethics,"
Robert Simmons, Personnel Manager of I.B.M.
March 19-"Services of the National Better Business Bureau,"
Wes Strome), Manager of the San
Jose Better Business Bureau.
March 241-"Business Opportunities for College Graduates In the
Bay Area." Alex Hart, Manager
.(and owner) of Hart’s Department
Store, San Jose.
April 2-"Functions of A Merchants Association." George Peacock of the Merchants Association
and Credit Bureau of San Jose.
Aped 1"Managing A City
Government," A. P. "Dutch" Hamann, City Manager of San Jose.
April 23-"What Business and
Industry Looks for In Young Employees." Ed English. assistant to
the president of neMfitirrisi2I1c

But Mr. Eisenhower, who had
titled his address "The Price of
Peace," said at the outset he was
speaking to worldwide audience.
He addressed not merely his fellow Americans but "the friends of
my country wherever they may

A EIECOND TERM-Dwight D.
Eisenhower was hissegswated
entity -Ur his
Prendeet of the tleittell

.trensionint

the menace of

’lb flaunter the threat of thaw

Rush Meeting
For Men Set

who seek to rule by force," the

The mass orientation meeting
for all men interested in rushing
a social fraternity next semester
will be held Thursday. Feb. 14,
at 730 p.m. io Morris Dadey

Before the address, Mr. Eisenhower and Vice President Richard
M. Nixon. in a ceremony solemnized by four waters for divine aid,

dlfol"irn.

to h.

ark, list
raternity
rushing chairman.
"It is extremely important that
all rushees attend the meeting,"
Clark said. ’The program will explain the rushing system, rushing

Preside ’it said, "we must pay the
costs of our own needed military
strength, and help to build the
security of others."

swam again to peettortn fetthfillty
comititutionat duties. They

repeated the oathaThey
Sunday In the
White House.

privacy of

the

After lunch in the Capitol the
President and Mrs. Eisenhower
theparadetradittiolorz,1 prnnsylviinInauguratioina
tips, and mandatory open house
Day
attendance. A El rushing fee also ied

will be collected."
Open house will be held on
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 18-19.
Attendance at all 14 fraternities
Is mandatory. Rushees will be
scheduled for a 30 minute visit
at each house. Every house must
stamp the rushee,’ schedule card
at the time he visits the house.
Failure to have the card stamped
will mean that a rushee can not
’Sedge during the Spring semester,
Clark explained.
"Rushee, who find it impossible
to attend all 14 open houses
should present their excuses to
me at the Delta Upsilon house
prior to Monilay. Feb. la" Clark
said today
-The IFC is charging a mandatory rushing fee of $1. This
fee may be paid at the orientation

Ave. to the White House. That
was the day’s big spectacle, preceding four festive balls last night.
For the President’s big day
the weather turned mild and
dry after an early member &taste. The overcast broke up heto
patches of blue through wideh
the sun seat an occasional oat.

The ceremony at the Capitol
was a solemn contrast to the festivities to come. The Presidest
bareheaded bef or e the throng,
said at the beginning that "before
all *lee we seek upon our common labor as a nation "the favor
of Almighty God."
He gravely reminded his countrymen that although "we live in
a land of plenty . . rarely has
this earth known such peril as

meeting or at any time during today." And he told all the peoples
the formal rushing period. No to whom this country offers help
rushee will he able to pick up his that America does not -"seek to
bids at the end of formal rushing buy .their sovereignty" and does
Id this-fee," Clark not ask "any artificial lmitation
eV-Wit ancietr..
said.
Min interested in Joltinglt
tie said internalising Commufraternity may sign up now in nism wants to keep enslaved
Dean Robert Martin’s ’Office, people. enslaved,
andt strives to
Room 118 or it the booth in die ilisute the
But t
om Outer Quad doting registration, monist world Heed. he said.
has
according to Clark. A Hit of those "be shaken by a fierce and
who have signed up for rushing mighty force: The readiness of
will be made available to every men who love freedom to pledge
house before the beginning of for- their lives to that Imo."
.
mal rushing
And then he drew front tbil
crowd a roar of applause with an,
e
laration that:

that eaveren/. the band’s perfurmrime fee. Sit,- for the eoncert was
selected as the task Auditorium Coat’ Steel. !
Aiwa 110-"Elesas RN Butane’s."
which seats 3300 people.
a panel of managers from down"That number of ticket’s at $1 town retail stores.
per seat would Insure a sizeable
May 7-"Industrial and Comprofit," Freeman told the Council. mercial Development of San t a
Also he added that the Chamber
Clara County," Lloyd S. Weber,
of Commerce had offered to turn Industrial Manager of San :Jose
over all profits to the San Jose Chamber of Commerece.
State scholarship fund.
May I4-"Meet t h e Prom,"
"It’s inconceivable to me how Frank Freeman. "Here ’Tits". colwe could eft*. ,any loss," he umnilt of the San Jose morearyNews. Added.
May 21---"7unctinn of the SerTentative date Of the concert
president
has been set for Oct. 20. The vice Club." unanounced,
Februaq graduate, sho41
contract Is stilt autdect to ap- of a _SerVi_ orsenit.anon.
May ta aid Jane 4--Terts-iiro- pick up their.Ikkets to the Janproval by the Navy Bureau of
class would like uary 31 Dinner-Dane, in Room
Personnel. Ticket sales will start fessors who the
to hear again before graduation. 16 by tomorrow, according to Toni
In June,
&beta Senior Class president
peaking off the regular order
,Dr. Reed G. Poiano, Senior
Clans adviser, recommended that
of business, Freeman told the
the one day a week seminar’ for
Council that Vice President Don
all seniors be started again. This
Ryan is recuperating satisfactorily
The Industrial Relations Club seminar. In the pest. has discussed
at San Jose City Hospital.
elected officers at last week’s problems .nf seniors and has inRyan was hospitalized last.week meeting. New officers are Ted vited guests to lecture.
Lusk. president; Boh Yother, ex-This seminar is necessary In
fr !above’ of an ulcer. He Is
unn*. order to alive all the graduation
-lenitive seeretaryi Joan
in ’goad .opirits," Freeman midi maker, recording secretary; Conactivity problems of the Senior
and is expected to be released this nie Georgi, corresponding ser
Class," he said et the senior Class
tary; and Ed Eddy, treasurer.
weeken.
meeting yesterday afternoon.

Tickets Available
_ _
’Bonetti Announces

Business Croup.
Officers Elected

He oomenitted Moseelf sad
this nation to help "heal
this divided worid"- world divided by 41161111.11116001111 Caretesawn" wadi keeps nations

"Budapest is no longer merely
the name of a city; henceforth it

u.sanv_aast shirking_ srnktiol

or
’
man’s yearning to be free"
In his inaugural address the
President proclaimed this nation’s
"deep involvement in the destiny
of men exerwhene." To aehieve
the difficult goal of world peace
with justice under law "we vent
be . . . reedy to pay Its full

price," he said, Acting:
"High well be its cos" in toil
patiently aubstained. in hetp+:hontrebly given, in sacrifice calmly
borne."

. ,

bte"Aggla

tl

LITTLE

MAN ON CAMPUS

Greenleaf To Toil NBC To Air Former Student’s Work
a
For Ph.D Degree
During Sabbatical

by ii-Seti-Sibler

SpartanT3ady
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Tuesday, January 22. 1957

040 2

Floyd Greenleaf, assistant professor of speech and ISO adviser,
will take a sabbatical leave next
semester to further his work on
his doctorate. He is working for
Ph.D. degree in speech correction in tlw school of medicine from
Stanford University.
Greenleaf presently is teaching
courses in public speaking, psychology of speech mill speech for
foreign students, and is assisting
in the speech clinic. Part of hit
work is with stutterers. He emphasizes that everyone has lack
of speech fluency at times, which
we ordinarily accept without particular notice. When we do single
out the stutterer and try to get
him to correct his speech, we increase his anxiety and this makes
the stuttering worse instead of
better.

iDITORIAL

Scheduling Arguments Hit PCC, CBA
Sports page adherents may have read an article yesterday in
San Francisco newspaper which referred to a "rift" developing
between members of the Pacific Coast Conference atd the California Basketball Association.
The major problem between the two leagues ce ers on schedules. Some teamsSanta Clara, USF, California and Stanfordreportedly may drop one another from their respective basketball
schedules because they cannot agree on home and home arrangements.
Early this year, plans for a Santa Clara -Stanford, USF-Cali-fornia Cow Palace twin bill blew up. The Bears wanted USF designated the home team, but the Dons insisted it was.a neutral court.
The Bears cancelled the contest and the Indians and Brom:
moved the game back to the Farm. Loss of the double header cost
these teams money, while local fans lost a chance to see four fop
clubs in action.
Stanford and USF have an argument which goes back several
years and Santa Clara coach Bob Feericli says he is tired of playing
Stanford and Cal on their home courts, year after year. He wants
them to come to San Jose to play.
San Jose State -cage mentor Walt McPherson says these problems aren’t ours, since Stanford has come here twice in the past
four seasons and we have played Cal only twice in modern history.
Still, if the other CBA teams find they are having difficulty in
gaining a spot on the Cal and Stanford schedules, what may happen
to us? Will we eventually be shoved aside to make room for more
Kansas, Rice and similar "name" beams from the East?
Local CBA representatives, including St. Mary’s and COP, who
never play the PCC schools at home, may eventually find themselves
forced to supplement their league schedules with the likes of Chico
and Humboldt States.
We hope We frayed bonds which fie the PCC and CBA together can be strengthened by son* sort of home and home ar.
rangement. Perhaps every other, ot.lit least every third year, Pet*
Newell could bring his charges di:AV:for a friendly game.
The CBA is fine, but wouldn’t It be nice to see how the other
half lives; to see the Berkeley Bear io our town, playing SJS or even
Fwarick’s revolving -doormen?
JES

’FRANKLY TO R.ftTRER. ANSE FitEStiMEN Merge
80 SET INIttEnt MIS
’N.._ A

’Nothing Personal’
WINNIPEG (UP) Magistrate
Fred Law had only one comment
when a constable told him he discovered six sticks of dynamite
with fuses under Law’s window
Thursday:
"I hope It was nothing personar’
San Jose State is one of several
colleges across the nation whic1411:
conducting a polio vaccination
gram.

Prof’s History of San Jose State
Reviews Events Vital to Sparta
-By MAX -OW
The uninitiated often view ,hisstot-teal ’reeearch as being- I Wretched task at best, the;terin bringing to mind ’bearded whole,*
trudging through rafts of imper,
Unent and useless materjal.
Obeerving the efforta of Dr, fiese.
Punin F. Gilbert. associate.professor of history,- in VortiOiling data
for a history of San ,Jose State
College might change the skeptic’s
viewpoints. however. Research for
Dr. Gilbert’s -Centennial History
of San Jose State College!’ led
the professor through an intense
weekend -and -vacation search that
included correspondence to Florida. Michigan a n d Maseachusets
and. interviews with veterans of

DR. BENJAMIN F. GILBERT
... centennial Historian
the period and their ricscendanem./
According to Dr. Gilbert. over 200
persons have contributed in one
way or another to the history’s
Creation.

Lit,Gemze Washington *tans,
who -became president of San Joy
State’s forebearer, an evening normal school conceived in San Francisco in 1887.
Correspondence with the Boston
Public Library, which Dr. Gilbert
remembered from a service-time
visit as an excellent historical
source, produced corusIderable
background information concernUpon the suggestion of Dr. Fred ing the eullege’s first president and,
F. Harcleroad, Bean of instruction, his family.
the proposal was synthesised into
Aft-41f1-4144-01--rsheri-M-41iwritten form and submitted to dark reference of the library to a
President John T. WJhquist who Minns listed In the Boston teleoffered his support to the under- phone gook, led to an enlightening
taking.
series of letters with a grandson
College personnel who have been of the executive, John W. Minns.
most helpful in :laying ule tracks, Most cooperative. Minna supplied
Gilbert with the information
West chairman of the Centennial at his command, then referred him
Committee, and Mildred Winters to another source. Eventually, Dr.
Gilbert ended up with a photoof the history sub-committee.
Other committee members graph of the former prexy, which
lauded by Dr. Gilbert for their 14 to be included in the historical
contributions to the histdry’s for- volume.
mation are Clyde Arbuckle; Joyce
A manuscript of handwritten
Backus, librarian; Clara Hinze, as- minutes from meetings of the norsistant professor of geography; mal school’s board of trustees proHelen Mignon; and Peg Major, vided the most instrumental source
alumni association secretary.
of information from the period exBefore Dr. Gilbert’s effort, only tending from 1882 until 1921,
To suppliment the ’written doctwo other historical documentaries
had been published, the aforemen- uments which he obtained over
Uoned one in 1928 and an earlier the two-year period, Dr. Gilbert
one in 1889. In his research, how- found a productive source in ’conever. Dr. Gilbert declined.to con- ducting interviews with kin of the
centrate or these two previous ef- era’s personalities.
Dr. Gilbert’s history will afford
forts as his principle sources. The
Centennial History represents an students, faculty and adminIstra.
attempt of the doctor to probe new tom an opportunity to review the
avenues’ of information which pre- events which were instrumental in
viously have been undisturbed in the forming of present-day San
order to etpand and illuminate the Jose State. Re -emphasis of the traexisting efforts.
dition that lies behind the college
Before Dr; Gilbert sought the may aid In restoring the spirit that
problem, few facts were known some say is bucking.

otm4YMm,.ol
id_o_o=lof
undertaking of the overwhelming
task came in 1951 to Dr. Gilbert.,
who discussed the plan with other
faculty members Since 1957 would
fie Sparta’s centennial year, It wls
decided, upon that this would be
the most’ appropnate time for the
history’s publication. The last reCorded Spartan history was pubbelied in 1928,
-
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It’s a tradition
just like going
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MEET YOU
AT THE COOP

BOY. We’re not suggesting
WeA-owning anew MGHE resat in
this. It should, but we don’t guarantee
Anyway the MG -A offers you up

it.

It’s easy to

to 30 miles per gallon.

We also have

park and fun to drive.

the new Austin -Healey, Porsche, Jaguar, Morris and Austin..
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room,’ take out your Luckies
share the fun? None other than that
’friendly, familiar figure, the.Lounge Scrounge! He’ et a sly
guy,’ too; he knows which cigarettes taste bestand he
knows just who carries ’em. Luckies taste better to buyers
and borrowersand no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette
. . . nothihg but fine, mild, good -tasting tobacco that’s
TOASTED to taste even better. Light up a Lucky right now.
You’ll say it’s the best -tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
SIT DOWN in the common

WHO

and

ALWAYS THERE

OUT
WHEN YOU TAKE
YOUR LUCKIES?
(see frAtAGRAps
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Final -imatninations at San Jose
State for the fall - semester will
begin Jan. 24 and continue through
Jan. 30. 411 Classes will be given
a final unleiss exempted by the
examinations ’Cot/wit tee.
Classes beginning at 4.38 p.m.
or later will take their, final at
the regular meeting time Miring
finals week.
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In recent years. Hollingsworth
has been an instructor in the opera
workshop at Curtis Institute.

N.

.

heat.’

After a period of military service Hollingsworth was given a
scholarship to the Curtis Institute
of Music in Philadelphia. At Curtis he studied with Gan Carlo
Menotti, the composer of several
well known operas, including "The
Night Visitors", "The Telephone,"
and "The Medium."

WHOA,

D

9=30-1030

By LOU. ANNE BONE
professor of music. He also served
as accompanist for Miss Maurine
Thompson,- associate profesor -of
music.
In 1944, he began studying with
Harold Logan In Berkeley and
later attended Mills College where
he studied orchestration and composition with Darius Milhaud.
noted American composer.

former
An opera written by
San Jose State College student,
Stanley Hollingsworth, will be
Premiered Feb. 10 over the National Broadcasting Company Network. Hollingsworth, a piano mar
jor, attended SJS from 1942 to
1944.
The now internationally famed
composer was commissioned by
NBC to write the -TV opera, "La
Grand Breteche."
Hollingsworth also was asked
by San Jose State to write a special work for orchestra and chorus
in honor of the Centennial Observance. Now complete, the composition will be presented in a
special Centennial Concert by the
Music Department on May 3.
, While attending San Jose, Holpiano student
lingsworth was
of William Erlendson, associate

Greenleaf’s work with foreign
students’ speech problems has increased his interest in the general
problems of foreign students, and
as a partial result, he has been
very active in the ISO. Last summer, with the aid of some of the
members, he remodled his garage
into a clubroom for the organization.

Final Examination Program For Any Half Day
"" P’’’’1.4E’"‘"’’’’"
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Gina, IS BYTES

’final Eng.. A, an sections
To find the time- Of
Afternoon
of Jait..24. 2-4
in a certain class, first check the
03:8.m.p
morning of Jan. 25
half-day on which the final will
Afternoon of Jan. .25
occur. Then consult the Chart 3:30
to find the hour and length of 9:30
Morning of Jan. 28
the. exam. Each professor will ,2:30
Afternoon of Jan. 28
Morning of Jan. 29
announce the date of the final and 10:30
Afternoon Of Jan. 29
1:30
the approxiMate length’.
Morning of Jan. 39
Claws meeting at: Will meet at: 11:30
AfternoOn of Jan. 38
....,... Morning of Jan. 24, 1230 .......
7.30 .

Luckies Taste Better
"IT’S TOASTED" TO TASTE
T
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you likc to shirk work?Mere’esomn rosy money
jfDo
start. Stickling! We’ll pay 825 for every Shickler wo
print -and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with two -word rhyming ’answers. Both word,’
’must have the same number of syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
your Sticklers with your name, address, C0111/110 and class to Happy-JoeLuckS,, Hos 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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Spartans Battle Fresno State In Return Match
Four Spartans
Listed as CBA
Point Leader

Four San Jose State eager:1
moved up in the California Basketball Association scoring race
last week, but Fresno State provided the big news.
The Buhdogs came alive with a
pair of wins over the Spartans,

,HAVENLY FOODS
Chst Of Ms World ltstavroot

Brarskfst

Lunch

Dinner

BANQUETS A SPECIALTY

PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CY 3-1682
Os Upham N. of Jiallan

It’s Wise
Protect Your Eyes
Come in today and get a full
checkup of y 0,11
precious
vision.

DR. CHENNELL
OPTOMETRIST
264 8.End.

CT 5-2747

SUPPLY YOUR H01111Y
WITH THE FINEST IN
HOBBY MATERILS

-

at

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP
293 S. FIRST STREET
Hsu to Alpine Cafe

OPEN

Rtiii;-=TESirf.---Filt-9
’Taos.- Wad.- Sat.
9-6

Delicious
Nourishing
Economical
These are three words desMain the fond you’ll Dad
wa sar60 daily.
It It it goad T441/44HTNe
mei yeS want, you Wee%
wripeg at 3-our o o.

College Cafeteria
Horne Economics Bldg.
Seventh and San Antonio

OPEN 11:30- 1:00 DAILY

- Show Slate STUDIO
PiPage! Plunder!

Passion!

MICHAEL
VICTOR
WILDING
MATURE
ANITA EKBERG

in

"ZARAK"
also

’"CPIAGlitA;CflA BOOM"’
Perez Predo.-- Helen Grayco

CALIFORNIA
"ANASTASIA":
Ingrid Bergman - Helen Hayes
Y.ul Brynner

EL RANCHO
"THE -MOUNTAIN"

Swan Tracy Robert Wagner
Aite

"teasiem

At

Table Reek"

Ilkitand EganDorothy Milono

TOWNE
"SABRINA"

William 1-101slim Fisimpluay Bogart
Also
"ROMAN HOLIDAY"
Student Rates

SARATOGA
"PRIIRIDLY PERSUASION"
GARY COOPER
g Tony Perkins
and inrede in
Student Rota

.-

79-75, and p
unbeaten
Santa Clara,
Santa Clara’S
loss dropped the Broncos into a
tie for first with St. Maier’s.
Center Gary Alcorn led the
Fresno attack both nights, hitting 28 against the Raiders and
25 in the Bronco game. Alcorn
leads all scorers with 109 points
for a 21.8 average.
Close behind irthe Spartans’
Eddie Diaz, who pumped in 21
points against the Bulldogs. Diaz
upped his season total to 91, pulling himself into second place.
Three other Spartans moved
into the top ten. Art Powell, who
continues to improve with every
outing, contributed his season
high of 20 points against Fresno.
His 62-point total is good enough
for seventh, place in scoring.
Mary Rranstrom and (311 Egoland are listed ninth and tenth.
Branstrom’s 17 points Tuesday
boosted him Into the top echelon
for the first time this year.
San Jose travels to Fresno tonight with high hopes of stemming
the Bulldog rush, and a chance to
take over third Place.
.Santa Clara returns to action
against College of the Pacific Jan.
29 in the San, Jose Civic Auditorium. All other CSA teams have
,ceased league play until Feb. 1
while final exams are underway.
STANDINGS
- Team
w I pis
St. Mary’s ,
,..... 3
2E5 1:6
Santa Clara
trwil-1-344 21-4
San Frncisco
1 III
ISO
JOSE ST
Loyola
. 2 2 274 211
Fresno State
. 2 3 33 11 349
Pacific
1 2 200 219
0 4 212 294
Ppperdin

SCORING
g fg ft pts
Player, Team
Frasno 5 43 21 109
91
5 34 23
DIAZ, SJI
4 26 34
Brown, Loyola
19
13
4
32
Mary’s
Doss, St.
Johnson, St. M’y’s 4 21 39 11
17- 79
5 31
Todd, Frain."

snip

Attempt Revenge
For Prior Loss

LPATRONIZI YOUR I
ADVIRTISIRS

Sal RENTALS
Ng SAL ORLANDO
and
NEW IGVIPMENT
Striving to get baek into the the ’Dogs. It was their work In
FREE PARKING
thick of the California Basket- the final two minutes that sank
Santa Clara Sport Shop
ball Assn, race, San Jose State Santa Clara’s hopes,
141111 Franklis, Suf. Clara
takes on the hottest club in the
McPherson will be forced to
AX 4-2120
cirtuit tonight when they meet leave ODC of his regular starting ;
Fresno State on the Bulldogs’ guards. Don Rye, at home. Rye
hardwoods,
has been in bed for five days with
‘ Game time is 8 o’clock, but there the flu.
will be no local broadcast of the
In his stead, McPherson plans
festivities,
to start Don Reid,
newcomer
Fresno is no stranger to the from Modesto jaycee who has been
Low ... Low ...
)
79-75 seeing action as Rye’s relief man.
Spartans, having taken
STUDENT RATES
overtime decision from SJS just RAad found trouble fitting into
seven days ago in the local pa- the Spartan system at the start
1 Month $5.00
vilion. The Bulldogs added to their of the season but has impressed
3 Months $12.00
luster by trimming league-lead- in recent encounters.
Late Model Underwoods,
ing Santa Clara Saturday night
The rest of the &Is starting
Royals. etc.
and, as San Jose Coach Walt
Dias, Art Powell,
lineup Ed
McPherson put it, "They’ve fi611 Egeland and Mary Bran nally begun to jell."
at ruinall rank among the top
FREE DELIVERY
Leader of the Bulldog resurg16 scorers in the CBA.
AND PICK-UP IN
ence is center Gary Alcorn, a 6Diaz leads the Raider statistic
SAN JOSE AREA
foot, 8-inch center from Fresno parade a ith 91 points and an 18.2
Junior College. Thanks to his 28’ Per game art-rage. Powell, who is
point effort against SJS and a the most improved plarr on the
25-point spree against the Bron- squad off his effdrts in the past
cos, Alcorn now tops the CBA in two weeks, is the seventh highest
scoring, is second in rebounding point -producer with 62 points and
Tile Underwood Agency
and seventh in field goal percent- a 12.4 average.
1.16%W. SAN FERNANDO
age.
Branstrom Is ninth with SS
Woes* Medd & Al/nudes)
scorAlcorn Is not alone ax
points and 11.6 per game while
ing threat for the Bulldogs alF:geland is 10th with 54 markers
CY 2.41142
though his 21.6 points per game
and 10.8 an outing.
is the top CliA average and his
DINNER SPECIAL
1014 total points leads that list,
Teaming tip with Alcorn are forBREADED VEAL CUTLETS
wards Rolland Todd
SOUP
POTATOES
Brown. Todd added 17 pointsanil lino
VEGETABLE
BREAD & BUTTER
SJS’s misery last time and is
seventh in scoring with a 15.8 Per
try mark.
Brown, who hits 41.1 per cent
of his shots, was even more spec-.
tarubir against the Spartans, hit,
tjtg nve.. gf hRIl_Olg
Dick !Hebert and" Dick lien- &Saks a3ll start it ingrds fo
S

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

Pete Elliot, SO, new University of California
TARING OVER
fgotball coach (left) and wife talk things over Wait Dr. 61enn Seaberg, noted physicist, who Is faculty representative to the Pacific
(’oast Conference. Elliot, former Nebraska insolor, recently took
over for Lynn "Peppy" Waldorf, who guided the Golden Bears for
10 years.

cpaptast Spert4

ROBERTS
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Face Menlo Jaycee.

San Jose Freshmen
Seek Third Victor
Coach Jerry Vroom will pilot
his band Of oft-beaten freshman
cagers north tonight to meet the
tough Menlo College Oaks at 8
p.m, in Menlo.
Still trying to snati their losing
streak, which new. Stands at five
In a row, the Spartababes will be
Mean for the *emend-Limo
this season. Early in Deeembet the
locals were soundly beaten, 70-54,
by the peninsula club.
The fresh have dropped decisions to Hartnett College, the
UHF freshmen, East Contra
Costa J.C., San Jose J.C. and
Santa Clara High In their most
recent time out. Then season
record in -2-7.
it’s test will be a diffiL cult one for the young Spartans.

Menlo currently rests in third
place in the .Coast J.C. Conference
and has an 8-3 overall record.
Guard Jim Westlake. who threw
in 27 points in his, most recent
game against San Jose J.C., is
expected to spark the Oaks -la
this one. Westlake id the team’s

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAKHOU1.E4

US

Other starters for Coach Bob’
Wuesthoff (a former San Jose
cage star) include Norm Betuck (6-3) at iorunrd. The tall
manta Ronan 1, the team’n *Mond scoring threat and regard ed as a fine rebounder.
Jerry Bretton 5-111, a driving
guard, will quarterback the Oaks.
Re is teamed with Minh Weaver
Qo
’6 0’1P Issaksis""1
MeKines 16-41 itt, center is the
weakest of the Oak’s starters, but
is said to have rebounding ability,
if no scoring punch.

San Jose State Top
San Francisco, 248

2nd St. Hem 7 sitAria4-R.M.

THIS CAN BE YOU!

Winning the last six matches of
the dual meet. San Jose State’s
PLAN YOUR SKI TRIP NOW
wrestlers
continued their unde.
feated ways by topping San Fran SQUAW VALLEY,
else State, 24-8, last night in
SUGAR BOWL
’Spartan Gym.
POWELL, SJS
5 25 12 12 12.4
SUN VALLEY
Nick Sanger. Russ Car/Infra
lianadayaf, Loyola 4 2e 5
15.3
--yee-feseur4f-444.44 rtmwnts-to
,
eltaNSTIt tot. TIT
Ken lipagnoln. ConEGELAND, S,15 5 24 6 14 104
’,nie Rushing and Joe Isasi weltTRAVEL ADVISORS
winners for the Spartans while
Howard Nelson
MartWt fersa,6
Ron O’Mara and Joe Gomez took
CT 74121
24 E. See Forseede
Gator victories. Lynn Brooks of
Buzz Uirey, Norm/Steinbach. SJS won by forfeit.
Gary Rens, Jini Baer and Don
Next match for San Jose is
-Smith,- the S,arinbabe lexu r---on--FebrISsagstrist--,Stantrrrd
Sy- DICK IrCONNOX
opening five, will start In this one. the .local Matt.
SPORT COATS . . . DRESS SHIRTS .. SLACKS
.
Now that the University of San Francisco’s Bill Russell has given
SKIRTS ...’SPORT SHIRTS ... SUITS
the other teams in the California Basketball League a chance by
moving to the National Basketball League, we can not understand
SWEATERS . . . BLOUSES
why the scores of the professional games have not dipped.
. . . See Us For Quality Cleaning . . .
In fact, the pros are still keeping the average points per game
ricer the century mark.
What we mean to say is that the defensive ability :of Bill Rue- ,
SACRAMENTO (UPI -7 A bill
"Those who love amateur athsell is going over big In the NBA but the teams are still sowing t
Corner in a Son Salvador
introduced in the Legislature letics will use every effort to de100 points a game.
Saturday
Monday Outs Friday 7;30 - 6:00
Part of the emphasis on scoring can be attributed to the 24 yesterday called for creation of feat this bill," they said.
second rule that forces the pro teams to abandon a ball -control type a five-man conuniselon to administer athletic programs at state
of game.
With both high sc9ring and defense to please the fans it appears supported colleges and universities.
the pros have everything.
We thought It would be wathwhile to see what the local basThe a 11 t h or,Assemblyman
ketball authorities tl
ght of the 24 necond rule.
Charles H. Wilson (D-Los AnStarting at the top of the Spartan hoop chain of command, we geles), said he hoped the measure.
asked Walt McPherson if he would like to have the "must shoot" could present a’ remedy to the,
rule governing the college game.
"present Pacific _Coast CdnfeeIn a loud and clear voice that almost cost the Bell System a ence mess."
telephone receiver he boomed, "No."
The bill provides the five memContinuing In a more reserved pose of voice, McPherson said
bers of the commission must have
that the rule would have no plosse 65-zollege basketball because it
had intercollegiate athletic backwould penalise the tram that was ahead late la the game.
grounds.
,
"If a team played a control type .of game throughout the first
"It is a sad- -eomMeritary that
38 minutes and then had to shoot during the last two minutes, it
wooki defeat Use purpose of striving in .13161d .A small letul." sCh0Q11_ Ln:Onl.,1Ahs.r states can
We mentioned that Sinn’ Jose State was averaging 67 shots a have such a cOnsplete control over
of our own colleges
the activiti
game now and that the rule would not be used.,
Ile answered. "This would still force -the team to take shots that and universi les as bag -been wit-nessed duirtI& the resent Pacific
they would not norMally attempt.
Getting nosatisfaction in our crusade We’ moved four dears in Coast Conference derision," Wilthe left In the Physical Education Bonding mid asked our queatsen son said.
to Danny 11111 Athletic News Director,
"The college presidents and’
Mr. Hill followed the McPherson line of reasoning that the rule faculty representatives have demwdukt add nothing to the game.
onstrated that they are incapable
"It would take the emphasis off ’the basic skills of the game
of handling the situation in a sane
dribbling, passing and shooting," he said as he waved his hand rapidly and intelligent manner," he said.
up and down over an imaginary ball and ended with a flourish In "Certainly the public, which is
the form of a long set ehot with -the -invisible
Tarring -tin bffi-,--omd the athietea
Art Powell. Spartan forward, ambled by nuinkle Lansdale
who ha% contributed so much to
nines. on corer red him to get- 44er player.’ point efthe enjoyment and pleasure o
The tall one’didn’t disappoint us as he praised the "24 (teem(’ the paying pupil, are entitled to
publishers and we must
rule." As he put it, "That means you have to shoot and I love tOshoot.’,’
different type Of treatment from
We asked if he had ever played in a game where the score went what they have received from the
over Int points. Never much for modesty. Art replied. "We scored
Vegeta conference organization."
111 points at San Diego .IC and I got 47. Mm. what a night that weal
TWo assemblymen branded Wit
And so it goes with the 24 second Mlle. Looks like we won’t have
it easy during our last semester at SJS after all. We thought it would son’s proposal as "another step
down the long dreary road to MIhe nice to relax and live on the commissions from 24 second clock sales.
LEFT2VERS: The fame of the §partan baskethallers is spread- lectivism."
21
16.2
21.5
20.11

v

Sounding Off

IWhatever Your Cleaning Needs...

Bill Introduced To Clear
PCC’s Athletic ’Mess’ SPARTAN CLEANERS & Laundry
8 5

For Best Results , . .

SELL US YOUR TEXTS
Right After Each Final
PRICES DROP

IF YOU WAIT ’TM NEXT TERM STARTS

Because .

nur.

_ _If_vmdeal_buy In enough, we mst order more toil
rotocf ourselves?
from

SO SELL NOW! Cash --Trade or Credit

ing. An Item in the Akron Beacon Journal cites the local hoopsters
for hitting a fantastic 20 of 30 shots in the seconcUhelf of the.Fen
percitne !Verne." . . . It could be that MIKE FILICE of Bellarfnine,
leading scorer in Catholic Athletic League, will show up on theANS
And to end things for this semester and our’ eaves,
eampue... .
with the SPARtAN DAILY we add a proverb. Polities and war make
strange bedfellows. So "does journalism. It looks like our old antagordet. Randy Poe, will he doing’ business from this stand next
nice.
setnesters->..

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

__Assemblymen Sheridan Begland
ID-Le Mesa) and Carl Brindisi
(R-Redwood City) said the bill
"w1H lead to professionalixstion
’College iAleiles and could ,result
uftinuitely In college athletic
schedules being drawn -up by poll:
-t4eissis."

-

134 E. SAN FERNANDO
Just across 4th from the Student Union

AIR
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5’

1111,VV:Is Tarlisti’a
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Psychologist Backs
Proposed State Bill
Paige 4

SPARTAN DAILY

.

TutsSilly, January

22,

Four Admitted Spartans Announce Pinnings,
To Ad Society Engagements, Nuptial Knots

1957

PETERS
No one seeking psychological help in California can be sure
absolutely that he is consulting a trained, qualified psychologist.
Anyone, even you or I, can purchase an official -looking diploma
from the official-sounding National Board of Psychological Examiners
for $16 and open up for business.
Many people are concerned with this state of affairs and are
trying to do something to outlaw fraudulent practices of this type
in California. Dr. Thomas E.
Parker, assistant professor of psycholoygy. is one of these people. 12
Phi Ka
Dr. Parker, president-elect of
the Santa Clara Valley Psychological Association, is concerned with
the certification bill to be introNew Members
duced in the California State AsSan Jose State chapter of Phi sembly this month by the CaliforKappa Phi will bold its initiation nia. State Psychological Assoc’.
of the seven newly -elected mem- at ion.
Ibis bill, never before the
bers in the College Chapel Jan.
31 at 4 p.m. The ceremony, which legislature in Its present form,
will begin with an academic pro- will, if passed, limit the use of
cession from the Inner Quad, is the title of psychologist only.
open to initiates, faculty members to those persons qualified to
practice payeholoiry.
and invited guests.
Under this bill, an y person
Those being initiated are grad’,uating seniors and include., Miss bearing the title of "psychologist,"
JoArm Donahue, George Ray Dyer, would have to hold a doctor of
James E. Harvey Jr., Mrs. Ruby I. philosophy degree and pass an
Mangseth, Mrs. Joan S. Overton, exam given by the California
.PRW- T. Van Erden and Mrs. Recta State Board of Psychological ExM. Vickrey. Some members of this ambient. "Psychologists" practclass were initiated last sem- icing without meeting these reester as first-semester, seniors, quirements would be fined heavily.
and some also were elected ea ’LAW IMPERATIVE’
Juniors in the spring.
The need for a law of this type
From these present first or is becoming more imperative in
second-semester seniors, one will California and the Santa Clara
be nominated for a fellowship to Valley, according to Dr. Parker.
He emphasized that approximateany ’university in the world.
?acuity members participating ly 24 states already have passed
in the initiation ceremonies will bills similar to the one to be Probe Dr. Edwin Swanson. president; posed here this month, and that
Warren Faus, vice president; Nor- California seems to be becoming a
man Gunderson, secretary-treasur- "happy hunting ground" for
er: and the Rev. Jim Martin, mar- "quacks" ousted from their old
shall.
territories and searching for new
Phi Kappa Phi. as distinguished ’places in which to practice.
from Phi Beta Kappa, which in"The number el so-ea/leg
cludes outstanding scholars in only psychologists leSedl g
proscierieeklitterto
ertalihd
-the
Santa Clara Valley 1114mM sad
Mote esbolarship in all fields of , increasing. Some have ’opened
learning. New members are select- offices in the last six months,"
ed by facutly members on the
remarked the psychologist. He
basis of superior scholarship and said that this only adds to an
character, in keeping with its already huge problem.
motto, "The love of wisdom rules
Dr. Parker stated that the 1957
mankind."
phone book lists several qualified
psychologists, three of them being
members of the San Jose State
faculty. They are Dr. -Parker, Dr.

pa Pitt

Christian SeellICO Oigt
Will hold a regular tes
meeting tonight at 7:30 oOock
in the Chapel.
Institute taf Radio ttletleers
will meet today at 12:30 p.m. in
E118 to elect officers and plan
activities for next semester.’
Kappa Phi will meet tonight at
7:30 o’clock at First Methodist
Church. Fall pledges will receive
the Degree of the Light.
Student Rungarhin Relief Conemittee will meet today at 2 p.m.
at the Student Y. Representatives
of all campus organizations are
asked to attend.

Education Profs
Attend Conference
Two San Jose State faculty
members returned to campus yesterday after attending a conference on human relations held at
Stanford University over the weekend.
Dr. Gervais W. Ford, Secondary
Education Department head, and
_Dr Henry C. Steckel, professor of
-education, San- Jose- States representatives, were discussion leaders at the cenference. The main
topic under enosideration was "The
History and Principles of Sound
- Human Relations Work."

Rooms for girls. $30. Kitchen priv.
665 S.-tith-Sr
Room and beard for college trim.
_
46 S. iith St.
Two bedrm. duplex, Unfurn.
Adults. $85. 744 N. 15th St. Owner
at 746. CT 3-7027. After 5 p.m.
Obis resew ILitcbeti yell/. Spring
senteiter. $123.75. SI S. llth St.
CT 7463&

Mother’s MelperKaiser Center.
Own room and board. Good salary.
Of 3-7072 or CV 5-21117.
+pent All kinds. fast service
___Reesonable. Electric typewriter.
Carol -CY 4-9326.

F. McCormack, all assistant Professors of pschology.
RILL OPPOSED
Opposition to the bill is great.
Dr. Parker estimated that "more
than 325.000 already has been
-4o defeat the bill."
Dr. Parker has various pamphlets.that advertise the powers of
so-called psychologists to hypnotize. teach self-hypnosis, prompt
memory recall through the mysand
reincarnation
teries of
achieve other miraculous feats.
"These men have no training,
but their tactics and false claims
are not illegal." he remarked. "It
is time that these actions become illegal."
These persons, added hr.
Parker, have gone so far as to
set up an offielai-sounding organization to compete with the
authentic American’ Board of
Psychological Examiners. "Not
only do these people confuse the
public: they are a danger to
society," he said.
Dr. Parker emphatically stressed the importance of interested
persons and groups learning more
about this problem. Speakers, including some SJS faculty members, are willing to appear before -groups end explain the-iniuation through use of a film en, titled "Psychological Quack s."
This movie was presented on Paul
Coates TV program, "COrtfklen-tial File."
LETTERS WANTED
"It would be of unmeasurable
value," he emphasized, "if interested groups and persons would
write letters of endorsement for
the bill."
He cautioned . that an,__ letters
must state definite support for
Calise -bin -sponsored by t
fornia State Psychological Amen.,
since the opposition also Is pre-paling tem as a counter-attack.
Letters may be sent to the college Psychology Department,

All
OLD SHOVEL WINNERSJack Erickson, SPARTAN
business manager, right, presents miniature gold plated shovels to
newspaper
advertising
the
of
more
staff
members
for
selling
four
than the contracts during fall semester. Receiving the awards that
admit them into the Order’ of the Golden Shove…an iumorars advertising organisation, are left to right, Joe Kennedy, Katherine
’Condone, Glenn Dooley and Ken Cornett.
Photo by Tyler

Salk Vaccine Polio
Shot Registration
Deadline Is Today
Today is the last chance students, faculty members, and college employes hate to sign up
for Salk N. accine polio vaccinations in the Student Affairs Office. according to Dr. Thomas J.
Gray, health officer.
persons
1 20
Approximately
registered yesterday, leaving room
for 165 to sign up today during
the second and final day of the
limited period.
The two-day registration is being held in an effort to bring a
second group of signups up to
if even 1000 persons. One thousand persons already have
-their -two -potio
The two Salk vaccine injections
cost $I each.
Dr. Gray disclosed that this
second group of 1000 persons will
receive their first shots today,
Thursday, tan. 24: next Monday,
Jan. 28: and Wednesday, Jan. 30.
Two hundred and fifty persons
will receive their first injections
on each of these days. Group 1, the
first 250 of the second-griXill"
receive their shots today. The
shots will be given in the Health
Office, Room .31, between 2 and
4 p.m.
The second shots will be given
sometime in February, according
to-Dr (hay.

Deadline To Apply
For Positions Set
Applications for posts on next
ye a r’s Homecoming Committee
must be submitted prior to the between -semester vacation, according to Dick Yeager, Homecoming
Committee ’Publicity chairman.
Forms may be obtained from
the ASB receptionist in the Student Union and must be submitted in completed form to the receptioalst before final examinations end. All applicinta sarbe
interviewed shortly after the beginning of Spring Semester.
Positions open to applicants include Homecoming Committee
chairman, publicity. iti,Strinan, ’parade chairman, queen’s’ chairman
and downtown merchant’s chair-

SJS Given Gift
For- Scholarships
A gift of $1000 has been made
to San Jose State College by the
Borden Company Foundation, Inc
of New York to establish an annual Borden Freshman Prize of
$200. President John T. Wahlquist announced today.
The prize will be awarded in
Jail semester- of she moo._
more year to the tull time stuit
average grade-point for all college work during his freshman
year. In case of a tie, the prize
will go to the student who has
carried the heaviest academic
load.

$75 Cafeteria Aid
An anonymous donor, who attended SJS in the 1930’s has sent
a check for $75 to President John
T Wahiquist "to be used tor student weitarp in confection with
the cafeteria."
The donor helped pay for tier
college expenses by workMg In the
cafeteria, otherwise she could not
hate remained in school.

RLAIR-ROBERTS
The marriage of Wilma Roberts
nd Dave Blair was performed
c. 27 at the Church of the
thins. The couple are both
Sparvets. The former Miss
Roberts is a junior sociology
major and her husbalid Is a freshman engineering major,

Four members of the SPARTAN DAILY ’advertising stall
have been admitted to the Uri’
of the Golden Shovel, an honor)
advertising organization which
awards membership to members
of the ad staff selling more than
five contracts during the semester.

Personnel tests for undergraduate’s will be given today from 6:110
a m. to 5 p.m. in’ Morris Dailey
Auditwittm. The testa will be
taken by freshmen and trail/11FM:
The Englieh Essay part of the
Personnel tests has been changed
from Jan’. 24 to today at 10.30 cm.,
in the Morris Dailey.

Lack of r’airments
Will Delay Grades
Grades and registration for
next semester
beheld pending payments of amounts due
from students on library fines,
fees for lost books, lost or broken
equipment and industrial arts
supplies, the Accounting Office,
Room St, announced today.

Guild To Present
Music Broadcasts
Radio Guild will present a series
of four musical broadcasts to take
the place ofthe regular dramatic.
programs while the spring series
is being planned. These broadcasts,
entitled "Itiilk-Guild Music
will feature the music of the theater including songs from Broadway shows and movies.
The Guild programs will be
back at their old time of 9:05 p.m.
on Thursdays over Radio KEEN.
Jim Ahern and Glen Pensinger are
in charge of the productions.

a social Service Major from South
San Francisco, and Glarisirecusa,
a business administration major
from San Jose, both will be graduated next month.
SHAFFER-NEATE
Jerry Shaffer, senior education
Major from Santa Cruz, passed
cigars to Mt Sigma Nu brothers
to announce his’ engagement to
Betsy Neate, EAT senior education major from Coalinga. Both
are student teachint at present
in Capitell.

DORMAN-SHATTUCK
Informal ceremonies were held
Charlene Shattuck passed the
office
yesterday, traditionel white candle to
In the ad staff
her
when Jack Erickson, business
Sigma Kappa sorority Utters
manager, presenTed,
awards.. last night to announce ber pinning
Receiving the awards Were to Jon Dorman, Alpha Kappa
Katherine Rondone, Glen Dooley, Lambda at Stanford. The fraterJoe Kennedy and Ken Cornett, niy serenaded Miss Shattuck and
who sold about 35 per cent of a coffee exchange was held at
Cal -Vets must sign their ’atthe SPARTAN DAILY ads during the sorority house afterward.
tendance vouchers for ’January in
the semester, Erickson said.
GIANSIRACUSA-REISSER
the Accounting Office, Room 34,
Each received a gold plated
Bilkse Reisser and Seb Glen- before January 25 in order to
shovel from the advertising head. siracusa were engaged Jan. 6 at avoid a delay in payment, the ofErickson stated that the four- a family gathering. Miss Reisser, fice announced today.
some had lived up to the motto
of the Order, which is "We’ dig
for business."
Erickson, outgoing head of the
advertising department, was admitted to the order last semester
for his outstanding work on the
ad staff.

Terry Arnold and Barbara Hartman, two of Dr. Lawrence Mouats
forensic students, spoke beim e the
San Jose Chamber of Commerce at
the De Anza Hotel Friday on the
question, "What Should Be Dime
in the Mid-East Now?"

I’M THE WORLD’S GREATEST POET
IT’S EASY TO SEE...
my tie to my toes, I reek poetry!
Most poets praise one lousy moon at

From

The speakers and the moderator,
Dr. Mouat, were presented by Joe
H. West, dean of educational services and summer sessions at SJS"."
Aintilk: a graduate student in
Motors’, presented the historic and
economic ’background- /sr ITIrs frt a
and the Mid -East, Mrs. Hartman
explained how the Eisenhower
Doctrine, in addition to NATO and
various phases of the United Nations, would aid in solving the
problem and give the Middle East
a chance to work out its own destiny.
OM

a time
But me, I get dozens of moons in a rhyme.
If one moon’s poetic, why you can just bet
A sky full of moons is poetic.er yet!
MORAL: Like a sky full of moons
a Chesterfield King is out of this
world, ’cause it’s got everything . . .
big length, big flavor, the smoothest
smoke today became We packed

more smoothly by Accu Ray.

Like your pleasure RIO?
A Chesterfield King has few-rhino!
$50 for awry pAuleadrAteal wee ocorpted /or pulik
claw, G7misrplirld, P.O. Box 21, Near York 44, N.Y.

What young pimple ore doing at General Electric

Young engineer
pioneers new ways
to use x-ray

DR. 10101 I. JACOSS joined General Doe..
Ira, full time in 1950, after receiving his
B.S. ilf electrical engineering in ’47, his
MS. in ’45, and his Ph.D. in ’SO, all it
Northwestern tni,. He served ia the Navy
in World War II, and worked pan tin*
as General Electric while in college.

A DCW x-ray inspection system which intensifies an tray image more than 10.0(X) times in
brightness and transmits it to a conventional
TV screen has been developed recently by
General Electric. When perfected. it may enable medical specialists to perform "long-distance" diagnosis on patients in remote areas.
One of the principal men who developed x-ray
television called TVX for short is Dr. John
E. Jacobs, Manager of the Advanced Development Laboratory of General Electric’s X -Ray
Department in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Jacobs’ Work Is Important, Responsible
As an electronics specialist, Dr. Jacobs’ work
ist-the past.Jase bese-deuted-to-ths-stufly of
photorimiluctorssubstanoes whose properties
change under the influence of radiation and
thr use of s-rgy in industrial inspection. This
in turn led to his development of the x-raysensitive camera tube used in TVX.
His present administrative duties with the
Advanced Development Lab allow him more
time for teaching others what he has learned
He now teaches the secondyear graduate course
atliorthwestern in vacuum -tube networks, and
---z.-_---lainmeerttly-Iseen named McKay
__Acucar for_1957 by the.Lnivexsity..af_
at Berkeley, where he will give a tIVOLvieek

series of lectures on photoconduction.

27,1100 Riley Graduates at General Electric
Sihre his youth, when he was a licensed radio

"ham," John Jacobs has been devoted to the’
study of etbetricity and electronics. Like each
of our 27,000 college graduates, he is being
given the chance to grow and realize his full
potential. For General Electric has long believed this; when fresh young minds are given
the freedom to develop, everybody benefits
the indixichsal, the Company,--end the country.
’ Educa,Sogl Relations, General Electric
(orn pony, Schemes* 5, New York

7:?,-ogress /s Ow’ Most /m,00fbint Ptocivet

